
ÖLFLEX® PETRO FD 865 CP

Screened, TPE-insulated, numbered, TPE inner and special polymer outer sheath

Suitable for long horizontal drag chain travel distances; Reduced outer diameters enable space and weight saving
installation; Suitable for contact with oil- and ester-based drilling muds as well as calcium bromide solutions usually
used on drilling rigs; Resistant to contact with many mineral oil-based lubricants, diluted acids, aqueous alkaline
solutions and other chemical media; Copper braiding screens the cable against
electromagnetic interference

Resistant to oil and drilling fluids acc. to NEK TS 606:2009 (Oil & Mud)
Extended Line for heavy duty in power chain applications

 

Product description

Application range

Permanently moved power chains or machine parts in harsh environment
Onshore and offshore applications
In wet areas within machinery and production or assembly lines

Benefits

Suitable for long horizontal drag chain travel distances
Reduced outer diameters enable space and weight saving installation
Suitable for contact with oil- and ester-based drilling muds as well as calcium bromide solutions usually
used on drilling rigs
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ÖLFLEX® PETRO FD 865 CP

Resistant to contact with many mineral oil-based lubricants, diluted acids, aqueous alkaline solutions and
other chemical media
Copper braiding screens the cable against
electromagnetic interference

Product Make-up

Extra-fine wire strand made of bare copper
Core insulation: TPE
Cores twisted in short lay lengths
Non-woven wrapping
Inner sheath made of TPE
Tinned copper screen braiding
Outer sheath made of robust special polymer, colour black

Norm references / Approvals

Based on VDE 0250 / 0285
Resistant against oil and drilling fluids according NEK TS 606:2009 and IEC 61892-4
Salt water-resistant according to UL 1309
For use in power chains: Please comply with the assembly guidelines listed in Appendix T3

Product features

Good notch and abrasion resistance
Good weather, ozone, UV and oil resistance
Halogen-free and flame-retardant
(IEC 60332-1-2)
Resistant to hydrolysis and microbes
Designed for 10 million alternating bending cycles and horizontal travel distances up to 100 meter

Technical Data

Core identification code Black with white numbers acc. to VDE 0293-1
Classification ETIM 5.0 Class-ID: EC000104

ETIM 5.0 Class-Description: Control cable
Conductor stranding Extra-fine wire acc. to VDE 0295, class 6/ IEC 60228

class 6
Minimum bending radius For flexible use:

7.5 x outer diameter
Fixed installation: 4 x outer diameter

Nominal voltage U0/U: 300/500 V
Test voltage 3000 V
Protective conductor G = with GN-YE protective conductor

X = without protective conductor
Temperature range Flexing: -50°C to +80°C

Fixed installation: -60°C to +90°C
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